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Summary
This paper presents a Genetic Algorithm (GA) based strategy to
solve the problem of System-on-Chip testing. It addresses the
issues like core and interconnect testing, while most of the
previous works reported in the literature takes care of core testing
alone. The scheduling results produced show the trade-off
between the testing time and power dissipated s while shifting
the test patterns and responses through scan chains. This provides
a wide range of choice for the designer to select a suitable test
architecture.
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1. Introduction
The integration of a complete system, which until recently
consisted of multiple ICs on a PCB, onto one chip is
termed as System-on-Chip (SoC) that uses embedded
reusable cores. As the technology of microprocessor
design and manufacture advances, more and more
transistors can be placed on a silicon chip. This continuous
increase in the design complexity poses a number of
challenges to the system integrators while incorporating
the test methodologies. Since cores in an SoC are not
directly accessible via chip inputs and outputs, special
access mechanisms are required to test them at system
level, also known as Test Access Mechanisms (TAMs). It is
used to deliver the test stimuli from the test source to cores
and also to deliver responses from cores to the sink. The
efficiency of a TAM depends on to what extent it can
reduce the testing time, that is, time to test all cores in the
SoC. Optimized architectures are needed to test the
System-on-Chip in a cost-effective manner. Apart from the
testing of the cores, the interconnects between them also
need to be tested. This essentially means some input
pattern to be applied at the origin of the interconnect and
the value be checked at the other end. A number of
interconnects can be tested in parallel, if the test resources
are available. Thus, to reduce the total testing time for the
chip, it is necessary that we consider the core testing and
interconnect testing in an integrated fashion.
Another important issue during testing is the test power
consumption. Though constrained scheduling to match the
power budget has been proposed, another important
component of power reduction is that of the scan chains.

As a number of cores are put on a particular TAM, their
test patterns will pass through the wrappers scan cells.
This is particularly true for wrappers designed without any
by-pass mechanism. Thus, the order in which the cores are
placed on a TAM determines the switching and the
associated power consumptions.
The integrated wrapper/TAM co-optimization and test
scheduling problem that we address in this paper is as
follows. Determine (i) the number of TAMs for the SoC,
(ii) a partition of the total TAM width among this
number of TAMs, (iii) an assignment of cores to the
TAMs of different widths, (iv) a wrapper design for each
core such that the SoC testing time is minimized, and, (v)
an order of cores assigned to a TAM bus such that
switching activity on the bus during testing is minimized.
Section 2 presents the survey of previous works, Section 3
presents the details of core and interconnect testing,
Section 4 discusses about scan-power estimation methods.
Section 5 presents the Genetic Algorithm (GA) based
solution to the problem, Section 6 presents the
experimental results.

2. Prior work
In [13], test scheduling has been modeled as a
combinatorial optimization problem of selecting a test set
for each core from a set of tests and schedule them in order
to minimize the test time. However, a single test bus is
available for testing, and external testing can be done for
only one core at a time. Test planning, that is, the
partitioning of TAM and scheduling the tests has been
discussed in [10]. A O(n3) algorithm has been proposed for
test plan by reducing it to the minimum weight perfect
bipartite graph matching problem, where n is the number
of tests to be scheduled. Here, the experimental results
have been presented for SoC having 10 cores only.
Simulated Annealing technique has been used in [11] to
propose an integrated solution to TAM design and test
scheduling. Integrated TAM design and test scheduling
has also been attempted in [1,2]. However, the problem of
optimizing test bus widths and arbitrating contention
among cores for test width is not addressed. The
relationship between testing time and TAM widths using
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ILP has been examined in [3,5]. The first integrated
method for wrapper/TAM co-optimization has been
proposed in [6]. TAM optimization is carried out by
enumerating over the different partitions of TAM width as
well as over the number of TAMs on the SoC. Integer
Linear Programming (ILP) was used to calculate the
optimal core assignment and resulting testing time for each
partition. A drawback of this approach is that the
wrapper/TAM designs considered in [6] are limited to
small number of TAMs in order to maintain feasible
compute time. The methods in [6] are therefore inadequate
for large industrial SoCs. The work in [6] has been
improved in [7] to include a heuristic method for core
assignment. This heuristic core assignment approach forms
a part of the TAM optimization method presented in [9]. In
this case, a TAM optimization framework based on
Lagrange multiplier has been presented. It uses an iterative
procedure to obtain the optimal partition widths assuming
that the total number of TAMs and the core assignment are
given. In [16] a genetic algorithm based approach has been
presented to solve the problem of optimal assignment of
cores to buses, given the total number of cores, the total
number of TAMs, and the partition widths of the TAMs. It
also presents a genetic algorithm based approach to get the
optimal distribution of total test width among the given
total number of TAMs. The results are shown for two
hypothetical but non-trivial SoCs. However, it does not
provide any solution to the TAM enumeration problem.
Recently a number of works have been reported based on
rectangle packing that does not partition the TAM
explicitly with the intention of minimizing the idle times
for the TAMs [4]. But none of the works reported in the
literature so far address the problem of interconnect testing,
and scan power minimization by core reordering. This
paper presents a solution to this integrated problem and
shows the possible test time and scan power trade-offs.

3. Testing SoC
One of the major challenges in the system chip realization
process is the integration and co-ordination of the on-chip
test and diagnosis capabilities. The system chip test is a
single composite test. This test is comprised of
• Individual internal tests for each core on-chip
• Test of interconnects between cores and
• The UDL test

3.1 Core Testing
Core testing is the testing of each core present in SoC. To
test a core in a SoC, test stimuli for this core must be
transmitted right from the chip inputs to the core. Test
Access Mechanisms (TAMs) delivers pre-computed test
sequences to the cores on the SOC, while Test Wrapper

translates these test sequences into patterns that can be
applied directly to the. Assuming Test Rail method of
TAM, if core i is assigned to the test bus j, time to test this
core is given by,
Ti ( ωj )= ( 1 + max ( Si , S0 ) ) * pi + min ( Si , S0 )
Where pi is the number of test patterns for core i, Si (S0) is
the length of the longest wrapper scan-in (scan-out) chain
for the core, and ωj is the width of the test bus j.
Schedule-Core Testing
Different test busses can be used simultaneously for
delivering test data to the cores, while the cores assigned
to the same test rail are to be tested sequentially. Total
core testing time for a test rail is the sum of the testing
times of the cores assigned to it. The total time to test all
cores in the SoC is the maximum of the times taken among
all test rails.
Let xij be a variable defined as follows:
xij = 1 if core i is assigned to bus j
= 0 otherwise
Now, the total testing time needed to test all the cores in
the system is
C = maxj { Σ Ti (ωj) * xij }, 1≤ i ≤ Nc and 1≤ j ≤ Nb
Where Nc and Nb are the number of cores and number of
test rails respectively, in the system.

3.2 Interconnect Testing
Interconnect testing of a SoC is the testing of all
interconnects present in that SoC. Test patterns for the
interconnection-under-test are delivered to the source core
by its test rail and the destination core delivers the
received responses to the test rail assigned to it. To test an
interconnection of width n, while guaranteeing the
complete diagnosis of multiple interconnection faults,
(n+1) test patterns are required [17]. The width of each
test pattern is equal to the width of the interconnection to
be tested. Two cycles are required to test each interconnect,
one cycle for the source core and the other for destination
core. Serialization is required, when the test rail width is
less than the test pattern width (i.e. the width of the
interconnection to be tested).
Let
T = testing time for interconnect between core i and core j
Ф = width of test pattern = width of the interconnect ti
Wti = width of the test rail assigned to core i
W = min { Wti , Wtj}
P = number of test patterns for the interconnect
=Ф+1
Then,
T = 2*p cycles if W ≥ Ф
= {2+2* (Ф - W)}* p cycles otherwise
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This is because, when W < Ф, first W bits of the test
patterns can be delivered in parallel while the rest (Ф –
W) bits are delivered serially.
Schedule-Interconnect Testing
Let the tuples < C1, C2 > and < C3, C4 > denote two
interconnects, one from core C1 to C2 and the other from
core C3 to C4 . These two interconnects can be tested in
parallel if, test-rail (C1) ≠ test-rail (C3) and test-rail (C2) ≠
test-rail (C4). Now, we construct a graph where each
interconnect is represented by a vertex and there is an edge
between two vertices if the corresponding two
interconnects can be tested in parallel. If the resultant
graph is a clique, all the interconnections can be tested in
parallel. But, in general, this will not be the case. We try to
minimize the testing time by finding a minimum clique
cover (partitioning the vertex set of a graph into minimum
number of subsets, so that each subset is a clique).
The interconnections are now partitioned into subsets
(corresponding to the cliques) and the interconnections in
a subset can be tested simultaneously. Testing time of a
subset is the maximum of the testing times for the
interconnections in it. All such subsets are tested
sequentially. Thus the total interconnect testing time is
equal to the sum of the times to test each subset. The
minimum clique cover problem is known to be NPcomplete.
Let G(V, E) denote a graph, where V is the set of vertices
and E is the set of edges. The problem is to partition the
vertex set into minimal number of sets such that each node
belongs to exactly one set. We have used a modified
version of left-edge algorithm [18] that solves the clique
partitioning problem in O(nlogn) time, using a heuristic
approach.

4. Power Dissipation
Excessive switching activity during testing can cause
average power dissipation and peak power during test to
be much higher than that during normal operation. This
obviously can cause damage to the SoC. A single test rail
provides access to one or more cores. Testing the cores in
a rail must be done sequentially. To test the second core on
the bus, all the test data for it must pass through the
wrapper scan chain of the first core. In general, if we have
n cores on a Rail, to test the nth core, all the test data for
this core must be passed through the wrapper scan chains
of the cores 1, 2..., n-1. So, the switching activity, while
testing, can be reduced by reordering the position of the
cores in the Rail.
To estimate switching activity, weighted transition metric
has been introduced [19]. Weighted transition metric
models the fact that the measure of switching activity
depends not only on the number of transitions in it but also
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on their relative positions. For example, consider the test
vector b1b2b3b4= 1001 where b4 is scanned in first and
b1 last. This vector has two transitions - first between b1
and b2, and the second between b3 and b4. During the scanin of this vector, the first transition will occur only once
but the second transition will be carried throughout the
scan chain. Hence the first transition results in less
switching activity and thus has less weight than the second.
More formally, the number of weighted transitions in a test
vector or an output response is given by,
Weighted_Transitions = ∑ (Size_of_scan_chain –
Position_of_Transition).
Note that, the intrinsic value of position changes
depending upon whether one considers a test vector or an
output response. For example, consider the scan vector
b1b2b3b4 = 0001. In the case where this is a test vector, the
position of the transition between b3 and b4 is 1 and weight
is (4 – 1) = 3, whereas, when this is an output response,
position of the given transition is 3 and the weight is (4 –
3) = 1. This is so because during scan-in, b4 is scanned in
first and during scan-out, b4 is scanned out first.
Apart from the scan-in transitions and scan-out transitions
there is one more kind of transition. This transition occurs
when the first bit of the test vector differs from the last bit
of the previous output response. In this case, the transition
propagates through the entire scan chain, and the weight
assigned to it is equal to the size of the scan chain. Thus
the total power consumed during scan testing is comprised
of scan-in power, scan-out power and power consumed
due to the above mentioned transitions.
For example, consider the test sequence shown in Figure 1,
which is composed of three test vectors and the
corresponding output responses. The scan chain has four
flip-flops and hence scan vectors are four bit long. The
number of weighted transitions for test vector V1 is (4-3)
+ (4-1) = 4, and that for output response R1 is (4-1) + (4-2)
= 5. For V2, R2 and V3, R3 these are 6, 3 and 1, 5
respectively. In addition, a transition will propagate
through the entire scan chain when the first bit of test
vector V2 will be scanned in. The weight associated to this
transition is 4, which corresponds to the size of the scan
chain. Assuming an initial state of 0000 for the scan flipflops, the total number of weighted transitions produced by
the test sequence is (4+5+6+3+1+5) + (4) =28.
Next section discusses about Genetic Algorithmic (GA)
based approach to the Test Access Architecture design and
minimization of scan-in, scan-out power.

5. GA Formulation
We now describe a genetic algorithm based approach to
solve the integrated problem efficiently. Genetic
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Figure 1: Weighted Transition Metric
algorithms [12, 14] are stochastic optimization search
algorithms based on the mechanics of natural selection and
natural genetics. The algorithm starts with an initial
population usually consisting of a set of randomly
generated solutions. Depending upon a reproductive plan,
the chromosomes undergo evolution for a number of
generations. The reproductive plan consists of applying
genetic operators, crossing over two parent chromosomes
participating in the operation. This helps in exploring the
search space. In order to ensure that the search space
explored is not closed under crossover, on the working
population, another genetic operator, called mutation is
applied to perturb one or more solutions. This operator
brings variety within a finite population. After each
generation, the chromosomes are evaluated using some
fitness criteria. Depending upon the selection policy and
the fitness values, the set of chromosomes for the next
generation are selected. This evolution process is
continued for a number of generations. Depending upon
some terminating criteria (which may be the maximum
number of generations the GA has run, or the maximum
number of successive generations without cost
improvement), the algorithm terminates. The best solution
at that generation is accepted as the solution produced by
GA. The genetic formulation of any problem involves the
careful and efficient choice of the following.
•
•
•
•

A proper encoding of the solutions to form
chromosomes.
To decide upon a crossover operator.
To identify a proper mutation operator.
A cost function measuring the fitness of the
chromosomes in a population.

5.1 Solution Representation
A chromosome in our approach consists of four parts
namely enumeration part, assignment part, distribution
part, and permutation (ordering) part. Enumeration part

represents the number of TAMs for the SoC, in binary
format. Assignment part is the assignment of cores to test
buses, which is an array of integers, with ith element
representing the bus number to which core i is assigned.
Distribution part is the distribution of total bus width, an
array of integers, with jth element representing the width of
bus j, such that the sum of these widths is equal to the total
TAM width W. The permutation part, also an array of
integers, represents an ordering of the cores assigned to
test buses. These four parts of the chromosome form a
solution to the given problem. Figure 2 shows an example
chromosome for the above problem. Here W = 16 and
number of cores Nc = 9. Cores 2, 3, 4, 5 and 9 are assigned
to test bus 1, cores 1 and 4 are assigned to test bust 2 and
finally cores 6, 7 and 8 are assigned to 3rd test bus. Bus
width W(16) is divided into 7, 3 and 6. The number of
TAMs is 3 (binary 0011).

5.2 Crossover
Two-point crossover is applied to the enumeration part,
assignment part and permutation part, while, single point
cross over is applied to the distribution part of the
chromosome. The crossover works on individual parts as
follows.
1. For the enumeration part, portion between two
points of parent1 are copied to child1, while the
similar portion between two points from parent2
are copied to child2. Remaining bits are
generated randomly.
2. For the assignment part, portion from the
beginning to first crossover point of parent1 is
copied to child1, while that portion from parent2
is copied to child2. Similarly, portion from
second cross point to end of parent1 is copied to
child1, and the portion from parent2 is copied
into child2. The portion between the two cross
points of the assignment part of child1 and child2
are generated randomly.
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For the distribution part, from the beginning to
cross point of parent1 is copied to child1 and that
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For the permutation part, crossover is performed
similar to the assignment part.

5.3 Mutation
Mutation on the enumeration part, assignment part and
permutation part selects some random number of positions
and changes their values. Mutation on the distribution part,
selects a random number of elements and tries to modify
them so that sum of the values on this part remains equals
to W.
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6. Experimental Results
In this section, we present our experimentation with the
ITC’02 benchmarks [15] for SoCs. The benchmark files in
their current format, do not contain the interconnect
information. For the sake of our experimentation, we have
generated various number of interconnects. For an SoC
with n cores, we assume that at the most n(n – 1) /2
possible interconnects can be there. We generate different
test cases with different percentages of interconnects. For a
particular interconnect density, the actual connections are
generated randomly.

Measure of fitness of chromosomes is useful to rank the
obtained solutions at a particular generation. Since our
objective is to integrate both the testing time and the scan
power consumption, we proceed as follows.

Another important information needed to compute scan
chain transitions is the test patterns applied to a core and
the corresponding responses. The benchmarks, though are
having information about the total number of test patterns,
the actual patterns are not specified, Hence, we have
generated the specified number of input patterns and
output responses randomly.

A chromosome gives the TAM distribution, allocation of
cores on them and ordering of cores. The core testing time
can now be evaluated as shown in Section 3.1. The
interconnect testing time is next computed as shown in
Section 3.2. Sum of these two gives the total testing time.
Power consumption during scan shifting is proportional to
the number of transitions occurring in the scan chain as we
are shifting in the test data, or shifting out the response.
This number can be calculated as discussed in Section 4.
The testing time (T) and weighted transitions (W)
computed above are next combined together. For this
purpose, the values are first normalized by dividing them
by the maximum testing time and the maximum weighted
transitions among all chromosomes in the initial
population of the GA. Let, the normalized values for a
particular chromosome be TNORM and WNORM
respectively. We compute the fitness of the chromosome
as,

Fig 3 and 4 present the results for SoC d695 with 40% and
75% interconnects respectively. d695 has 10 cores. All
chromosomes in the final generation have been plotted on
a graph with X-axis representing the switching activity and
the Y-axis representing the testing time. A solution is said
to be a dominated one, if there exists some other solution
with both higher test time and switching activity. Further,
a dominated solution should not dominate any other
solution. Thus, a dominated solution is a good one, as
there does not exist any other solution with both lesser
testing time and scan power. The dominated solutions have
been marked in the figures. The numbers alongside the
dominated solutions mark the number of TAMs for which
the solution has been obtained. Fig 5 and 6 present the
results for SoC g1023. Fig 7 and 8 correspond to SoC
p93791 and Fig 9 is for the SoC p512505. Since all the
dominated points are shown, the designer has a set of
choices available with test time and scan power trade-off.

5.4 Fitness Measure

F = √(TNORM2 + WNORM2)
That is, if we plot the solutions on a graph with axes T and
W, a better fit chromosome will have lesser distance from

7. Conclusion
In this paper we have presented an integrated approach for
core and interconnect testing. It combines the problem of
scan power reduction with the test time reduction problem.
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The designer is provided with a wide range of solutions to
use from, for the design of test architecture.
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Appendix

Fig 3: Results for SoC d695

Fig 4: Results for SoC d695
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Fig 5: Results for SoC g1023

Fig 6: Results for SoC p93791
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Fig 7: Results for SoC p93791

Fig 8: Results for SoC t512505
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